Function
Through your iphone sound dock or other audio player using Bluetooth wireless technology enabled mobile device with Bluetooth devices such as mobile phones, flat panel, notebook computers (not limited to, iphone, ipod ...)
(2) the use of mobile devices to directly control your music
(3) connected devices no longer need to close the audio
4 Bluetooth connectivity with 10 meters effective range, almost in the home or office radio to listen to restrict
Setting up a wireless music receiver
(1) wireless music receiver into the iPhone Dock audio, and open the base audio power; If you need to connect other audio, as follows:
2.1 ensure that you have another purchase this product an optional adapter cable (as shown below)
2.2 wireless music receiver into the switch to the wiring corresponds to the outlet end;
2.3 will be transferred to wiring the USB end into the USB charger or computer USB port, its power supply;
2.4 will be transferred to the terminal 3.5mm audio plug into other audio input, and open audio power.

Left wireless music receiver adapter cable (can be transferred to other audio, this is optional)

Pairing a Bluetooth music receiver
Bluetooth Settings: Turn on the Bluetooth function of mobile devices;
Search for Bluetooth: Using mobile devices Bluetooth search function, searching for a wireless music receiver ID, and connection; (ID NAME: I MUS I CBOX)
3 in the music receiver to request the PIN code, enter [0000], which will allow mobile devices and wireless music receiver paired;
Paired, wireless music receiver will issue a beep.
Now connected and can play music, just to play music on the device in accordance with your usual practice, the sound from stereo speakers output

Remember, wireless music receiver with 10 meters of the scope of obstructions.
Reconnect the mobile device
If you are out of this range, or turn off your mobile device on the Bluetooth, wireless music receiver and the device is disconnected. To reconnect, simply open the Bluetooth-enabled mobile device, and then select the appropriate listed wireless music receiver ID, the system will no longer be asked to enter your PIN code.

Out of range or signal interruption
If the mobile device beyond the range of a wireless music receiver (10 meters), or if there are obstructions to block the Bluetooth signal, the connection will be interrupted in order to avoid interruption, please:
(1) to ensure that mobile devices and wireless music receiver distance of not more than 10 meters and the middle can not have obstructions;
2 within 15 seconds will automatically re-establish a connection;

Security Warning
Install a wireless music receiver, you need to concentrate and use both hands.
Do not let this water.
Use only dry-step cleaning, turn off the power before cleaning.
Do not install the product near any heat sources, such as inflammation of the furnace or other heating devices (including amplifiers)
Only use attachments specified by the manufacturer.
In a long time when not in use, turn off the power.